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DESCRIPTION
 

Compact pneumatic ratchet wrench 3/8"

A little watchmaking masterpiece, the spindle is guided by two needle bearings with an epicyclic gear train speed reducer.Its

variable speed drive adjustable with two fingers is truly a must.

COMFORTABLE The handle is designed to hold well in the palm of the hand. This profile provides an area for the thumb and

a stop for the thumb providing an excellent grip in two-finger operation. RELIABLE The 'O' setup makes it possible to position

all the parts and above all the two needle bearings in the same axis which ensures great ratchet reliability. The frame/ratchet

housing benefits from a special treatment in order to make it more dust- and particle-resistant. This ratchet is designed for all

your maintenance operations in confined spaces, it is also intended for automotive, HGV and bodywork maintenance.

Compact ratchet with ergonomic sheathing. Rear exhaust on silencer. Swivel supply coupling (360°). Equipped with variable

torque/speed control. Recognised for its perfect ergonomics.
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1031P
Compact pneumatic ratchet wrench 3/8"
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STANDARDS / DIRECTIVES
 

2006/42/CE, ISO 15744

SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    COMPOSITE RATCHET WRENCH 3/8''

   Sales reference    1031P

   L (mm)    196

   Weight (g)    770

   l (mm)    50

   H (mm)    40

   drive square    3/8"

   Rotation speed (rpm)    200

   Noise level (dBa)    1.8

   C mm    79

   C min mm    6.3

   C mm    113

   Maximum input torque Nm    1/4" 

   Guarantee    41

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years

>> Find out more
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